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Simplify mount_search_bar method
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Description
This method is only used by the main layout and has many parameters that are always set to the default value or not even used. It can be simplified.

Associated revisions

Revision 2a0e0ce6 - 12/03/2020 02:17 PM - Tomer Brisker
Fixes #31368 - Simplify mount_search_bar method

This method made a lot of preparations for customization, but in practice it is never used except for the default case in the main layout. Any more elaborate customization should be done in react and not in erb.

History

#1 - 11/22/2020 04:09 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Tomer Brisker
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8148 added

#2 - 12/03/2020 02:17 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.4.0 added

#3 - 12/03/2020 03:01 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman|2a0e0ce645e32f9499b9c273b1a515563abfdd.